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Please check whether you have got the right question paper.

N.B: l. Q.l is Compulsory.
2. Solve any three questions out of remaining.
3. Draw neat labelled diagram whenever necessary.
4. Assume suitable data if necessary.

l. Ansr,r,,er any four questions from the given questions.
a) Describe advantages of Fuzzy logic over crisp logic.

b) CompAre RBFI\iN with FFlrlN

5. a) ,A Hopfield networkhas to store the following paftern

Evaluate the weight matrix for it.

c) What is role of function in NN. State the types of activation functions 0.i

04

e) Explain LMS algorithm. 04

2. a) What is a use of membership function? Explain the different methods by which it is t0
designed. Describe anv two fuzzymembership frmctions with diagram and mathernatical
equations.

b) Explain perception learning,algorithm and developed perception network to implement 10
two inputs AND gate to ftlnction. Consider inputs and outputs as Unipolar. Assume
initial weight and bias value eqnal to zero. Consider leaming rate equal to one.

3. a) Explain an-y Five methods of defuzzification in details. 10

b) Describe Delta Leaming rule \4/ith diagram and equations. t0

4. a) Fxpiain SuperviSed Leaming in detail with diagram and its applications. Compare 10
Supervised and Unsupervised Learning.

b). ' Explain Ftzzy image conlrast enhancement'using INT operator with the help of 4 x 4 l0

d) Find (i) AnB 1ii; At-.,e (iii) Ane (lr) Au,B forthegiventuzzysers.
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04

04

10

b) irpst..ite the application ofNeural Network for handwritten character recognition. l0

6. a) Design afuzzy control system for washing machine by using triangular membership, 10
five rules, mamdani inference and centroid as defuzzification method to obtain the
output.

b) Explain in detail Error back propagation algorithm with biock diagram and equations. 10
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